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a citizen of the United States, residing at Lon 
io all whom it may concern: . . 
Be it known that I, JAMESSAMUEL FOLEY, 

don, England, have invented certain new and 

eupon which the type-heads rest and through 
which the ink passes. :- 

s 

According to the construction of the ma 
chine the pad may be modified but I find it 
convenient to place the pad in the hollow arc 55 
E and to hold the edges of the muslin or other 

5 useful Improvements in Type-Writing Ma-coveringe with wires or a frame e, which 
chines, of which the following is a specifica- may be sprung into the arc. To supply the 
tion. pad with ink this may be effected by brush 
This invention relates to type-writers and ing it over the puter surface of the covering 6o 

has for its object to simplify and reduce the e or by removing the wires e and covering 
to cost of their construction and will be best un-e' and applying it directly to the absorbent 

derstood by reference to the accompanying material e'. This form of pad serves effi 
drawings, in which- ciently to ink the type while keeping them 
Figure 1 is a plan of a type-writer con- out of contact with the felt which is a great 65 

structed according to this invention, parts of desideratum because it is found that where 
I5 which, not necessary for a clear understand- ever the type is allowed to come into direct 

ing of the invention, are for the sake of clear- contact with felt or other similar absorbent 
ness omitted from this view. Fig.2 a trans-inking material the type becomes clogged 
verse section on the crooked line 2-2 of Fig. with fibers whereas according to this inven- 72 
1. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section on the tion the covering e is of such material or 

20 crooked line 3-3 of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is an ele- texture that it will allow of the ink passing : 
vation of some of the type-levers as seen when through it but not any fibers of the absorbent 
looking in the direction of arrow 4 of Fig. 1. material. 
Fig. 5 is an end elevation showing the paper F are the key-levers which radiate from a 75 
feeding device. Fig. 6 is a side elevation of common center and each of which, as shown 

25 one of the key-levers and its spring and a por- in Fig. 6, is provided with a bearing pointf 
tion of the base-plate shown in section. Fig which forms the pivot of the key-lever and 
7 is a transverse section of the inking-pad is located in a conical recess a formed in the 
drawn to an enlarged scale. - under side of the base-plate A. The recess a 8o 
Like letters indicate like parts throughout of each key-lever may be independent of the 

3o the drawings. others or all the bearing points f may be lo 
A is the base-plate which may be supported cated in one long groove of an angularshape 

on three or more legs or standards A" with in transverse section. Each key-lever is con 
blocks of rubber or equivalent material let nected with one of the type-levers by a link 85 
into their lower ends in the usual manner. If, passing through the plate A, and pin f° in 

35 B is the segmental plate to which are at- the ordinary Well-known manner, and each 
tached the brackets C in which the type-le- key-lever is moreover guided near its front 
vers D are pivoted at d. This plate B here- end in a slotted segmental plate A* or between 
inafter referred to as the top-plate, is secured wires or equivalent guides. . 90 
to the base-plate A conveniently by three legs G is a bar rigidly mounted in brackets G' . 

4o or standards b. secured to the under side or forming part of 
E is a segmental frame or hollow arc sup- the base-plate A and on which bar G is piv 

ported on preferably two standards e one at oted the back end of the spacing lever G, 
each side of the machine, secured at their which is preferably forked at its rear end as 95 
lower ends to the top-plate B and in the hol- shown in Fig. 3, so as to pass on each side of 

45 low of which frame or hollow are is located a the escapement mechanism. The front end pad E' for containing the necessary supply of G* is provided with the usual finger plate 
of ink. The inking pad E', as shown clearly g. Each key-lever F, as also the spacing lever 
in Fig. 7, may be composed of felt, or like G', is provided with a spring H (preferably roo 
absorbent material e' to hold the ink, faced formed of wire with a turn in it) for raising 

So with muslin, silk or other equivalent material it to its normal position after it has been de 
pressed by the operator, this spring being se 
cured to the under side of the base plate A; 
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or any other suitable form of spring may be 
employed for this purpose. The bar G also 
forms the pivot of the lever I the front end of 
which is provided with the segmental plate I 

5 which, with the lever I, is hereinafter referred 
to as the anchor I, and which segmental plate 
I extends beneath the whole of the key-levers 
F and spacing lever G so that by the depres 
sion of any of these keys or the spacing lever, 
the anchor I may also be depressed. The 
anchor I is pivoted by a pini to a plate J the 
upper end of which carries the dogs or knife 
edges of the escapement mechanism as here 
inafter more particularly described. 
Each type-lever D at its upper end has piv 

oted to it a shoe K to which is rigidly secured 
the type-head k which may have formed upon 
it three (as shown) or more or less type-faces 

O 

k' kic these type-headsk being so arranged 
as regards the angle which they form to the 
respective shoes K that upon their depression 
for imprinting a letter they will always reach 
the platen with the type-faces presented in 
the proper position; this variation of the an 
gle of the type-head k to the shoe K is most 
clearly shown in Fig. 4. Each shoe K is 
connected by a link L to the end C of a joint 
piece C'C' pivoted on a pin c in the appro 
priate bracket C. Each bracket C is provided 
with a spring c' which bears upon the tail C* 
of the joint-piece C C, and is adapted to 
yield sufficiently to allow of the movement of 
the joint-piece C’ C* necessary for enabling 
the shoe K and lever D to move as one piece 
after the shoe has fully engaged the lever D 

3o 

35 
(as shown in dotted lines in the third position 
in Fig. 2) at which time something must 
yield, and I prefer this to be the link pivot, 
though a spring link would accomplish the 
same purpose. The object of this temporary 
uniting of the shoe K with the lever D is to 
prevent the blurring of the impression upon 
the paper which can only be satisfactorily ef 
fected by the type striking and leaving the 
paper after making the impression without 
the type partaking of the turning movement 
which it undergoes at other parts of its stroke. 
Mis the paper carriage in which the platen 

M is mounted in the usual manner so that it 
may be rotated by hand, for line spacing, by 
means of the milled head. M', M being the 
pawl which by engaging with the tooth wheel 
M offers sufficient friction to prevent the 
platen being accidentally rotated. 
N is the paper guide pivoted in any conven 

ient manner to the paper carriage as for exam 
ple on the spindle N' of the roller N* which is 
mounted in the frame of the paper carriage so 
as to bear with the necessary degree of press 
ure against the periphery of the platen M'. 
m is a spring secured at one end to the pa 

per carriage M and at its free end engaged 
with a pin in of the paper guide N so as to 
press said guide or the paper interposed be 

65 tween it and the platen M against said 

45 

55 

platen; the upper surface of N may have en 

graved or otherwise depicted upon it, the 
usual scale. 
m’ are arms projecting from the back of 

the paper carriage M and between which is 
rigidly secured the bar M which is guided 
in its longitudinal motion in a slotted tube 
or guide Origidly connected as by legs O' to 
the back part of the frame P which is adapted 
to slide in the direction from back to front of 
the machine or vice versa, in guides p secured 
to the base-plate A as shown most clearly in 
Fig. 3. By the provision of a slotted tube such 
as O for guiding the paper carriage said paper 
carriage is capable of traveling to an extent 
considerably greater than where no such guide 
is provided because no obstacle is presented 
to the passage of the arms malong the slot 
or longitudinal passage of the guide; conse 
quently were it not for other obstacles such 
as the arms S and escapement mechanism the 
carriage might readily be slipped endwise off 
the machine, but should this be necessary for 
repairing purposes or in order to replace the 
paper carriage by a longer or shorter one, it 
may readily be effected by detaching the ob 
structing parts. The slotted tube O may be 
made of any desired length and serves equally 
well to support a long or short paper carriage 
either of which may be used quite irrespect 
ive of the general dimensions of the rest of 
the machine excepting the escapement rack 
the length of which would vary with the length 
of the paper carriage. 
The front part of the frame P has secured 

to it standards Q on the top of which is mount 
ed the rail Q" over which travels the roller in 
pivoted to the arm m extending downward 
from the rod m secured at its ends in the end 
plates of the paper carriage M. On the rod 
m are adjustably mounted the paper guides 
no m the upper end of the latter of which is 
pointed as shown in Figs.1 and 3 to serve for 
indicating the position on the paper at which 
it is desired that the bell R should be struck 
or sounded, the block n' of the paper guide 
m for this purpose being provided with the 
pivoted bell-trip mand stop pin in the for 
mer of which by abutting against the arm 
secured to the spindler' of the bell-hammer 
ir causes said hammer to be depressed so that 
when the trip no passes beyond the arm r the 
hammer r will be immediately raised by the 
spring r encircling its spindle r' and will 
strike the bell R. The bell-trip n is so ar 
ranged that in its return movement on com 
ing into contact with the arm r it will be 
turned on its pivot to enable it to pass over 
said arm without operating it. By reason of 
the leverage exerted through the bell-trip m 
and pin in the block n is clamped upon the 
rod in at the time it is pressed against the 
bell-arm r for sounding the bell. 

75 

95. 

Ioo 

IC 5 

O 

II5 

I25 

At the under side of the paper carriage M. 
is supported, by preferably two bracket, arms 
S, the escapement rack S' which is provided 
with two sets of teeth one S at its upper edge 
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and the others' at its lower edge and both 
facing in the same direction; or instead of 

O 

j and is provided at its lower 

one bar S' with two sets of rack teeth formed 
upon it, each set of teeth Ss' may be on a 
separate bar. The before described plate J 
which is guided so that it may freely recip-. 
rocate in a vertical direction has secured to 
its upper part the dog or knife-edge?' adapt 
ed to engage with the rack teeths at each de 
pression of a key-lever or the spacing lever. 
The plate J has also hinged to it a bracket or 
framef carrying at its upper, part a dog or 
knife-edgei. The frame is pivoted to Jat 

part with a 
15 spring which tends always to throw the 

3o 

35 

45 

55 

65 

bracketi and dog or knife-edge jaway from 
the plate J. 
T is a rod guided in the supporting bracket 

T and connected at one end with the mov 
able knife-edgei, its other end terminating 
in a loop or equivalent handlet so that the 
knife-edged may be readily pushed into the 
position shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3 in 
which it is out of engagement with the racks'. 

t' is a collar secured on the rod T for lim 
iting its outward movement by abutting 
against the bracket T. - 
To one of the arms S is secured an arm U 

the downwardly projecting portion of which 
(Figs. 2 and 5) serves for the attachment to 
the carriage M of one end of the flexible band, 
chain or equivalent u, the other end of which 
is secured to the barrel U' containing the 
spring by which the carriage is drawn along. 
This barrel is mounted on a spindle u' se 
cured to the adjustable frame P and at its 
lower part is provided with the usual ratchet 
wheel w with which engages the pawl it for 
preventing the unwinding of the spring con 
tained in the barrel. 
At the frontpart of the frame P is provided 

a nut p' integral therewith and into which 
is screwed the back end of the rod W which 
is guided so that it may move freely in the 
direction of its length through a bracket or 
post v Secured to or forming part of the base 
plate A. The rod W is encircled by the spring 
'v' which exerts its pressure between the post 
in and a collar rigidly secured on the front 
end of the rod V so as to tend always to draw 
the frame P forward, a collar v adjustable 
on the rod V serving to limit the extent to 
which the frame P may be moved in a for 
ward direction. 
To the middle one of the legs or standards 

b supporting the top plate B is pivoted a 
bent or bell-crank lever WW the end of the 
arm W of which is provided with a finger 
plate w and the end of the arm W' of which 
is pivoted at w' to a bar w” which bears 
against the front of the frame P this bar iv 
being guided in the block vso that it may 
move freely only in the direction of its 
length. To the arm W of lever W W' is piv 
oted the catch arm X which is provided with 
say two teeth acac' which are adapted to en 
gage with the shoulder or face ac-for holding 

the paper carriage in the proper relative po 
sitions necessary for the printing of one or 
other of the sets of type-faces k' lik as 
hereinafter more fully described. The teeth 
ac ac' of arm X are pressed into engagement 
with the shoulder ac' by means of a spring a 
secured on the arm W of lever W. W. and 
may be disengaged from ac' by the operator 
pressing on the cross-bar a secured to the 
catch arm X. 
Y is a frame formed on the end of an arm 

y rigidly secured to the top plate B and y' is 
a rod secured at its lower end to the arm y 
and at its upper end passing through the seg 
mental frame E and screwed and provided 
with a nut y. This arrangement of the arm 
y y' y enables the vertical position of the 
frameY to be adjusted and supports it against 
depression. The opening in the frame Y is 

8 

such as will accommodate the type heads k. 
and secure them in position at the moment of 
striking the paper as shown in dotted lines in 
Fig. 2, and the gap yin one side of the frame 
Yis provided for the purpose of enabling the 
last printed matter to be readily seen. 
Each type-bar of the before described ap 

paratus is adapted for printing three letters 
or symbols for each of which the paper car 
riage is moved into the appropriate position 

o 

75 

for receiving the particular letter by the op 
eration of the lever WW'. For example when 
the carriage M is in its rearmost position and 
the tooth a engages the shoulder as as shown 
in Fig. 2 the type-face k' will be that which 
by each depression of a keylever is brought 
into contact with the platen M' or paper 
thereon; if the paper carriage occupies its in 
termediate position, that is when the tooth ac' 
engages the shoulder ac, then the type-face le 
will be that brought into position for print 
ing, and when the paper carriage is in its 
foremost position when neither of the teeth 
ac ac' engage with a then the type-face k will 
be brought into operation. The three po 
sitions, which the lever WW’ occupies for 
causing the shifting of the paper carriage for 
the printing of either of these sets of type 
faces, are indicated in Fig. 2, one in full lines 
and the other two in dotted lines. A conven 

CC) 

II5 

ient arrangement of the type-faces on the 
type-heads k is that the type-faces lc’ should 
print capitals, the type-faces k small letters 
and type faces knumbers, but it will be ob- I2O 
vious that any other arrangement of letters 
or symbols on the type-heads k may be pro 
vided for. 
When it is desired to operate the machine 

the paper is introduced between the roller N 
and platen M'. The platen is then rotated by 
means of the milled head Min the directionin 
dicated by the arrow in Fig.2 so that the paper 

I 25 

passes around the platen and between it and 
the paper guides MM, and when the edge first 
introduced is in proper position it is passed 
beneath the paper guide N which is drawn 
back for this purpose in the usual manner. 
Supposing now that it is desired to commence 

130 
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with a capital letter:-For this purpose the Sion of the plate J the spring-controlled dog 
paper carriage M. must occupy its rearmost 
position as shown in Fig. 2, the catch arm X 
and lever WW also occupying the positions 
shown in full lines in that figure. The nec 
essary key-lever for imprinting the required 
capital is then depressed and the type-face 
lc' will be brought on to the paper for im 
printing that letter, and so on. Should it 
be required to continue with the printing of 
capital letters the necessary key-levers are 
depressed in proper succession while the arm 
W of lever WW' still occupies its lowest po 
sition. Should it now be desired to print 
with small letters, it will be necessary to de 
press the catch arm X by means of the cross 
bar acto disengage a from ac' and allow the 
arm W of lever W. W' to be raised by the 
pressure of the spring v' until by the spring 
ac the tooth ac' of arm X is engaged with ac, 
at which juncture the paper carriage will be 
in its intermediate position having been 
drawn into that position from its rearmost 
position by the spring v'. In this intermedi 
ate position the center of the platen M' is di 
rectly beneath the point at which the type 
faces lic meet it so that these type-faces only 
print upon the paper, the type-faces lic' and ki 
standing away free from the paper on either 
side of the point of contact of the type-face 
k° with the paper. Should it now be desired 
to print with numbers the catch arm X is 
again depressed so as to disengage a from as 
and the arm W of lever W. W' is allowed to 
assume its highest position the spring v' 
while moving it to this position also drawing 
the paper carriage Minto its foremost posi 
tion, so that the center of the platen is brought 
immediately beneath the point at which the 
type-face listrikes the paper the result being 
that only the symbol depicted on this type 
face will be printed on the paper, the other 
two type-faces k' k standing clear of the pa 
per. At each operation of a key-lever the 
appropriate type-head k and shoe K are 
moved from the position which they relatively 
occupy to the type-lever D shown in full lines 
in Fig.2 to that shown in dotted lines at the 
part where it strikes the paper, an interme 
diate point of this reversal of position being 
shown also in dotted lines in Fig. 2. When 
the type head k is in the position shown in 
full lines in Fig. 2, the type-faces k'ick re 
ceive from the pad e' the necessary ink for 
printing and it will be seen that whereas in 
this position the type-faces lik' care turned 
away from the platen M' yet by the link L, the 
shoe K, during the descent of the type-lever D, 
is caused to turn upon the pivot 2 so that the 
type-faces are gradually turned over to the de 
scending side of the type-lever D and are in 
properprinting position when the type-lever D 
is at or nearly at the lowest point of the stroke. 
At each descent of a key-lever or upon the 
spacing lever G' being depressed the anchor 
Iis also depressed, this resulting also in the 
depression of the plate J. At each depres 

or knife-edge is is lowered out of engagement 
with the rack teeth s' and the fixed dog or 
knife-edgeti' is lowered into engagement with 
the rack teeth s. Immediately upon the re 
lease of the knife edge i from s', the said 
knife-edge is forced by its spring j to assume 
the position shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3, 
so that when the key-lever For spacing lever 
G' is next released and raised by its appro 
priate spring H and the anchor I and plate 
Jare raised by their spring j', the knife-edge 
i which, before its last descent was in en 
gagement with one tooth, will engage with 
the next tooth, the carriage being drawn for 
ward by the spring in barrel U to the extent 
of the width of this tooth until it is stopped 
by the knife-edge is abutting against the 
plate J. The width of each tooth corresponds 
with the amount of movement to be imparted 
to the carriage for each symbol. Should it 
be desired to move the carriage toward one 
or other side of the machine without printing 
or resorting to the use of the spacing lever 
G' this may be speedily effected by pushing 
the handle t in the direction indicated by the 
arrow in Fig. 3 which will have the effect of 
pushing the dog or knife-edge i into the po 
sition shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3 when it 
will be quite clear of the rack teeths' and the 
knife edge i being in its raised position and 
consequently out of engagement with the rack 
teeth S the carriage may be moved freely in 
either direction. For line spacing the platen 
is turned to the required extent by means 
of the milled head 
stood. 
The before described apparatus may be 

modified without departing from the spirit 
of the invention. For example as will be 
obvious, the type-heads k instead of having 
three letters upon them may each be pro 
vided with more or less than that number, the 
frame P and paper carriage M being adjust 
able to a corresponding number of positions. 

I claim 
1. In a type-writer the combination with a 

type-lever D bracket C, shoe K, joint-piece 
C'C', and link L, of a spring such as c' bear 
ing upon the joint-piece C C substantially 
as described and illustrated in the accompa nying drawings. 

2. In a typewriter the combination with a 
paper carriage M and movable frame such as 
P on which it is mounted, of a lever such as 
WW, rod such as v', and spring controlled 
rod such as V substantially as described and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 

3. In an inking pad for type-writers the 
combination with the absorbent material e' 
and face or covering such as e of wires or a 
frame such as e substantially as described 
and illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 

4. In a typewriting machine, the combina 
tion of the carriage, the type levers and their 
pivoted shoes, two sets of rack teeth, the spring-controlled plate J, carrying dogs or 

Mas will be well under 

to 
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knife edges i, j, the latter movable in rela, 
tion to the said plate, and the rod T, for re 
leasing said dog?, from the lower set of rack 
teeth, substantially as shown and in the man 
ner set forth. - 

5. In a typewriting machine, an inking-pad 
consisting of an arc-shaped frame having a 
lining of absorbent material, provided with a 
facing or covering, and a suitable holder fit 
ting within said arc-shaped frame and main 
taining the absorbent material and its cover 
in place, substantially as shown and for the 
purpose set forth. 

6. In a typewriting machine, the combina 
tion of the lever W, W, the notched arm X, 
and movable frameP, supporting the carriage, 
and intermediate devices for automatically 

adjusting said frame forwardly on depression 
of said lever, substantially as described 

7. In a typewriting machine, the combina 
tion of the lever W, W, the notched arm X, 
and spring ac, the movable frame P support. 

5 

ing the carriage, the bar bearing against said 
frame and pivoted to an arm of said lever, 
and the spring-actuated rod V adjustably 25 
connected to the frame, substantially as de 
scribed. -- . . . 

In testimony whereof I have hereto set my 
hand in the presence of the two subscribing 
witnesses. ... --- 

JAMES SAMUEL FOLEY. 
Witnesses: 

ALFRED J. BOULT, 
HARRY B. BRIDGES. 
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